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ABSTRACT

Cracks in plain and reinforced concrete posses a challenging to civil
engineers from the six decades. An attempt has been need in this thesis to
understand the various types of cracks occurring in concrete and quantification of
crack width where as such origin is available. The understanding of various types
of cracks is sustainable with the case studies are presented in this paper.
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Introduction
Cracks in concrete are extremely common and difficult to understand. When
crack in the slab or wall, especially if the concrete is relatively new, he
automatically assumes there’s something wrong. This is not always the case. Some
types of cracks are inevitable. The best that a contractor can do is to try to control
the cracking. Concrete cracks may occur in concrete construction for a variety of
reasons. Cracking in concrete construction is almost inevitable because concrete,
like most other building materials, moves with changes in its moisture content.
Specifically, it shrinks as it loses moisture. Being a brittle material it is liable to
crack as it shrinks unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent this, e.g. by the
provision of control joints.
Shrinkage cracking, although common, is not the only form of cracking. Cracks
may occur also due to settlement of the concrete, movement of the formwork
before the concrete member is able to sustain its own weight, or due to changes in
the temperature of the concrete and the resulting thermal movement. Appropriate
measures will at least minimize, if not prevent entirely, these forms of cracking. In
all cases, joints at appropriate intervals will control cracking and ensure that it does
not occur in a random fashion to the detriment of the appearance and long-term
durability of the structure.
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As the concrete hardens and starts to lose the excess water, shrinkage begins.
If the concrete is unrestrained, no cracks will develop. But it is virtually impossible
to support a structure of any appreciable size without some restraint. The cracking
phenomenon is complex and depends upon a number of things; rate and amount of
drying, drying shrinkage, tensile strength, tensile strain, creep, elasticity, degree of
restraint, and other factors. While most types of cracking do not affect structural
stability or durability, all cracks are unsightly and in extreme cases cracking can
reduce the use and serviceability of the structure. For this reason, cracking should
be kept to a minimum.
Some Types and Causes
In most cases where cracks appear in concrete the crack can be identified and the
cause of cracking established. An extensive survey carried out revealed that
concrete cracking can be attributed to the following:
• Construction and supervision problems
• design defects
• Ambient conditions (temperature, humidity, etc.)
• Quality of materials
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In present thesis cracks are categorized on the basis of age of the concrete
some cracks are occurred before hardening of concrete or just placing of concrete
and some are occurred after hardening of concrete different types of cracks in
structure both structural and non- structural based on the age and properties of
structure is described with some analytical methods and some case studies are
presented with relevant photographs on different types of cracks in structure and
some preventions measures are also provided .
In addition all cracks can be grouped into two broad categories:
• cracks occurring before and during hardening.
These cracks are occurred before or during hardening of freshly placed concrete
these type of cracks occurred in between 2-3hrs of placing of placing of concrete
and these are easily identified by good observation some crack types are listed
below
1. Plastic shrinkage
2. Plastic settlement
3. Construction Movement
• Cracks occurring after hardening of concrete
This category covers the performance of concrete whose shape can no longer
be altered without damage It includes cracks caused by drying shrinkage, as well
as those which result from the temperature movements which take place in all
6

materials exposed to the elements. Unless the structure concerned permits
movements of its members without development of excessive stresses, extensive
cracking often may occur.
1. physical cracks
i) Drying shrinkage
ii)crazing
2. Chemical Action
i) Sulphate attack
ii) Cracks due to corrosion
3. Cracks Due to thermal movement
4. Cracks due to Settlement
5. Cracks Due To Creep.
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CLASSIFICATION OF CRACKS

CRACKS OCCURING
BEFORE
HARDNING OF
CONCRETE

CRACKS OCCURING
AFTTER HARDNING
OF CONCRETE

PHYSICAL CRACKS

CHEMICAL ACTION
THERMAL
MOVEMENT

1.PLASTIC SHRINKAGE

CREEP

SETTLEMENT

2.PLASTIC SETTLEMENT
3.CONSTRUCTION
MOVEMENT

1.DRYING SHRINKAGE
2.CARZING
1.SULPHATE ATTACK
2.CRACKS DUE TO
CORROSION
3.CHLORIDE ATTACK
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Literature review
Nicholas J. Carino provided an overview of the design and behavior of reinforced
concrete members and discussed the factors affecting the formation of cracks in
hardened concrete. The underlying philosophy of modern reinforced concrete
design is presented, and it is shown that it allows for the formation of cracks of
controlled widths under service loads. Models for predicting the width of flexural
cracks are reviewed. Factors affecting drying shrinkage cracks and approximate
methods for considering them are discussed. An example is provided to illustrate
how to determine whether drying shrinkage cracks will develop under specific
conditions. This is followed by a discussion of techniques to predict the number
and widths of drying shrinkage cracks. Finally, there is a discussion of the
interaction between flexural and drying shrinkage cracking. The report is directed
to the general audience who is unfamiliar with the structural aspects of reinforced
concrete.
Reinforced concrete members are designed under the assumption that the concrete
has zero tensile strength. Steel reinforcement is provided to carry the tensile
stresses needed to resist the applied loads. The ultimate strength design method is
based on the concept that the member will reach its ultimate capacity under a
loading condition that has a very low probability of being exceeded during the
structure’s lifetime. This provides a margin of stiety against failure under service
9

loads. Ioan Pepenar presents the results of the research on the long-term corrosion
behavior in service of the reinforced concrete structures located in nitrates-based
industrial environments. The degradation of concrete consists in some
decalcification and expansion phenomena which lead to cracking and, finally, to a
rapid concrete destruction. The stress corrosion cracking represents the specific
type of reinforcement corrosion in such aggressive environments. This
phenomenon, similar with those observed at some steel tendons for pre stressed
concrete structures, is characterized by the cracking and brittle fracture of the steel
reinforcement, without loss of steel cross-section and without visible loss of metal.
The generalized and localized corrosion of steel were also identified. The
possibility of apparition and development of stress corrosion cracking phenomenon
of steel reinforcements, associated with the non-controlled reduction of the
physical and mechanical characteristics of concrete by corrosion, lead, in the end,
to a significant reduction or even to a loss of bearing capacity and sudden collapse
of reinforced concrete structures, with no apparent premonitory signals.
S. G. Mattar has presented A case study which suggests that the behavior of
concrete masonry walls subjected to the shrinkage of units is not completely
understood. In his paper discusses causes in material standards, design
specifications, manufacture and construction practice which may contribute to
shrinkage cracking of concrete masonry walls. Finally concluded that construction
10

material, concrete masonry has limitations which have been recognized and dealt
with by industry. Yet despite the understanding that some concrete masonry units
undergo in-service shrinkage and that certain design, manufacture, and
construction considerations are incorporated to offset this shrinkage, cracking of
walls to unacceptable degrees is a persistent problem.
S.R.R. Senthilkumar was conducted using specimens that were cast directly on a
hardened substrate base as a bonded overlay to simulate restrained plastic
shrinkage cracking of concrete. Three concrete mixes with fine aggregate to coarse
aggregate ratio as unity were tested for its cracking behavior, under four ambient
conditions. Similarly, three types of fibers namely, glass, polypropylene and
polyester were used in the three concrete mixes at different volume fractions to
study its crack arrest property. The test parameters of the study were cement to
aggregate ratio, water-cement ratio, and environmental condition, type of fiber,
fiber volume fraction and specific fiber surface. Shrinkage cracking was studied
over a period of 24 hours from the time of casting.
Concluded that for any concrete mix with any water to cement ratio the total crack
area and maximum width of crack increases with the increase in rate of free surface
water evaporation. The rate of change of total crack area is rapidly increases with
increase in cement to aggregate ratio under higher free surface water evaporation
loss, whereas it is moderately increases under lower free surface water evaporation.
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Plastic shrinkage cracking is greatly influenced by the cement to aggregate ratio.
Greater the cement to aggregate ratio more is the total crack area and maximum
width of crack
Concluded that the polyolefin fibers with higher diameter are lesser efficient than
the same type of fiber with lesser diameter. This is true even with different
diameters of various types of fibers used in this study. Therefore, it can be
generalized that the coarse fibers are less efficient in controlling the plastic
shrinkage cracking than the finer fibers with irrespective of fiber type.
Roger W. Johnson was developed a methodology or systematic approach so that
any action taken is appropriate to the cause. The following methodology should not
be followed rigidly because each case will differ on its merits but it provides a
systematic method of gathering information and then assessing the significance of
cracks.
In his paper he described about how to identify, how to measure and how to
monitoring of cracks and prevention methods also explained.
Kazem Reza Kashyzadeh shortly described about what should know every civil
engineer in the face of the building has been cracking. Mostly, useful life of many
building is lower than strength loading. Despite the weakness of the skeleton
indicate that the Turks are a Sakhnman. Often, the cracking phenomenon and until
that outcome is very important to be left disabled, all the work that needs to be
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done include: filling out simple repairs or re Bndkshy. But quitting can be a first
sign of a serious weakness in the building so that the potential benefit or affect the
structural stability. The importance of proper evaluation is necessary to leave.
Obviously, the evaluation of restorative work done improperly can lead to costly
and unnecessary. In some cases, restorative work can cause more serious problems
and extend the results to be more cracking and more make damage in buildings.
The decision to crack is used the type of equipment to crack monitoring.
Crack a special gauge that accuracy of it is 1 mm and interpolation capability, to
0/5 mm have. It should also be able to record the movements of opening and
cracks closing are vertical shear. Some of these devices along the drawing
direction and determine the adequacy of operations and maintenance, Also read the
numbers with the camera or binocular mapping, when the distance between the
instrument readings to be installed, must exist. Left crack corner at the junction of
the walls usually come into existence. Here, the gauge should be hinged crack
gauge. Walls, most corners are exactly 90 degrees angle. Swing gauge corner
cracking, but easily in any angle, even in the vicinity of a window with a 45 ° angle
fits. If the measuring equipment used in pairs and hand out the possibility of
measuring the movements in three dimensions of crack are also provided.
Stockholm says Soft clays have a tendency to show great deformations over time
when loaded due to consolidation of excess pore water pressure and creep.
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Normally, this results in vertical settlements, which are often taken care of in
geotechnical design work by placing the load on piled foundations. It is also well
known that loading from for example embankments can cause horizontal
deformations. This however, is not always taken into account in geotechnical
design work. This paper discusses a case study of unusual soil deformation causing
damage to a large industrial complex in Sweden, founded on precast concrete piles
in a soft quick clay formation. A vertical crack, roughly 5 cm in width, had formed
most likely due to horizontal soil deformations. It was thought that this could
increase the bending moments in the piles putting the foundation safety at risk. A
ground investigation was performed using triaxial and oedometer laboratory tests
and subsequent modeling using the finite element method. The horizontal soil
movements could successfully be modeled and the risk of pile buckling was
assessed. An unexpected effect of potential underpinning works, to cease the crack
development, was found to have a possible reverse effect on the foundation safety.
S. Hov says Soft clays have a tendency to show great deformations over time when
loaded due to consolidation of excess pore water pressure and creep. Normally,
this results in vertical settlements, which are often taken care of in geotechnical
design work by placing the load on piled foundations. It is also well known that
loading from for example embankments can cause horizontal deformations.
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This however, is not always taken into account in geotechnical design work. This
paper discusses a case study of unusual soil deformation causing damage to a large
industrial complex in Sweden, founded on precast concrete piles in a soft quick
clay formation. A vertical crack, roughly 5 cm in width, had formed most likely
due to horizontal soil deformations. It was thought that this could increase the
bending moments in the piles putting the foundation safety at risk. A ground
investigation was performed using triaxial and odometer laboratory tests and
subsequent modeling using the finite element method. The horizontal soil
movements could successfully be modeled and the risk of pile buckling was
assessed. An unexpected effect of potential underpinning works, to cease the crack
development, was found to have a possible reverse effect on the foundation safety.
J. Revathy done an experimental investigation was carried out on reinforced
concrete columns with corroding reinforcement to assess the residual strength and
ductility performance of columns. And finally concluded that The reduction in
ultimate axial loads was attributed to the loss of cross-sectional area of steel
reinforcement due to corrosion. The ultimate axial strain of the columns decreased
with increasing level of corrosion damage, leading to a reduction in the ductility of
the columns The increase in corrosion intensity decreased the absorbed energy and
hence the ductility of the columns The corrosion damaged concrete columns failed
in brittle manner at higher levels of corrosion.
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Robert W has observed that the greatest amount of damage occurs at the area of the
maximum angular distortion of the foundation. The damage at this area, classified
as severe, included interior wall-board cracks, distortion of window and door
frames, floors sloping noticeably, and walls leaning or bulging noticeably. The
results of subsurface exploration revealed shallow expansive fill overlying natural
red-brown expansive clay. The soil is classified as a highly expansive clay of high
plasticity. The foundation displacement and severe damage was caused by
differences in moisture content of the red-brown clay. On one side of the
foundation, added moisture caused the clay to expand and the foundation to heave,
while on the other side of the foundation, where the clay was drier, perhaps even
shrinkage of the clay caused settlement of the foundation. The main lesson learned
from this case history is the mistake in putting planter areas directly adjacent to the
perimeter of the foundation.
Moorak Son Building damage due to excavation-induced ground movement is
evaluated using a damage criterion based on the average state of strain in the
distorting portion of the structure, and by considering the effect of building shear
stiffness on the distortions imposed by the ground settlement profile. Physical
model tests and numerical simulations, correlated with case studies of building
distortion and damage, have been used to evaluate these relationships for masonry
bearing wall structures. The distinct element method was used to numerically
16

model each masonry unit as a block, with the contacts between blocks having the
stiffness and strength characteristics of mortar. In-plane displacements at the
corners of the wall sections permitted determination of the average state of strain,
and the components of rigid body tilt, angular distortion, lateral strain at the base,
and the contribution of bending strain to the lateral strain in the upper portion of
the wall. The increase in angular distortion with increase in the ratio of
ground/structure shear stiffness (decrease in building shear stiffness) was examined
for both elastic and cracked building walls. Cracking significantly reduced
effective wall stiffness making the wall more conformable to the ground settlement
profile, which increased angular distortion, causing it to approach the distortion
(change in ground slope) that would occur in the absence of the structure.

j. Wang is presented a numerical model to study the mechanisms of micro crack
propagation in concrete, the load displacement response and the trajectories of the
crack propagation in specimens under displacement control. The microstructure of
concrete in this model is represented by a matrix, inclusions and pre-existing micro
cracks introduced around the inclusions. Both the matrix and the inclusions are
assumed to be elastic, homogeneous brittle materials. The stiffness of the
inclusions is considered to be three times higher than that of the matrix. Crack
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propagation in the numerically-generated concrete is controlled by fracture
mechanics-based criteria and is calculated through the finite element method.
The influence of the microstructure of concrete, the size and the distribution of
grains, the properties of the interfacial zone between grains and the matrix, as well
as the boundary conditions, on final crack patterns and load displacement
responses are investigated. The different appearance of the numerical loaddisplacement curves exhibiting the quasi-brittle behavior observed in experiments
is explained in terms of several points of view, especially the dynamic crack
propagation.
Danielle DeRosa has said that obtain a more robust understanding of the effects of
temperature on crack widths, stiffness, strength and short term creep behavior of
reinforced concrete elements to improve structural assessment techniques. Crack
widths are monitored in four small scale reinforced concrete tension specimens,
while exposed to temperature cycles. Four large scale beams, two at room
temperature and two at -20 _C, are loaded under four point bending for 48 h at
service load before being tested to failure. Crack width behavior and mid-span
deflections are monitored. A comparison of the room temperature and low
temperature test results show that the crack widths tend to decrease at lower
temperatures in members that are free to expand and contract. The beams also saw
an increase in strength that was dependent on the failure mode, but saw no
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noticeable increase in stiffness. Lastly, short-term creep behavior was reduced in
the low temperature beams. The observed cracking behavior and beam test results
indicate the potential for an increase in shear capacity for beams at lower
temperatures.
S. G. Mattar has presented to understand knowledge of the properties of concrete
masonry as a material, shrinkage continues to be a problem affecting the
performance of concrete masonry walls. A case study is presented which suggests
that the behavior of concrete masonry walls subjected to the shrinkage of units is
not completely understood. The paper discusses causes in material standards,
design specifications, manufacture and construction practice which may contribute
to shrinkage cracking of concrete masonry walls. Concrete unit masonry, like other
masonry products, has an excellent performance potential and well-proven service
records in many circumstances. However, like any construction material, concrete
masonry has limitations which have been recognized and dealt with by industry.
Yet despite the understanding that some concrete masonry units undergo in-service
shrinkage and that certain design, manufacture, and construction considerations are
incorporated to offset this shrinkage, cracking of walls to unacceptable degrees is a
persistent problem.
Zongjin Li Has performed Ring-type tests were for studying restrained shrinkage
cracking of high-performance concrete. The effects of silica fume, fly ash, ground
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granulated blast furnace slag, and calcium nitrite inhibitor to restrained shrinkage
cracking were investigated. The study shows that the crack width increases with
increasing silica fume, fly ash, and calcium nitrite inhibitor. Even though the
replacement of 50% cement by ground granulated blast furnace does not
significantly change the shrinkage strain, it does change the restrained shrinkage
cracking manners of the concrete. A crack growth model has been proposed to
analyze the problem. The quantitative explanation for the relation between crack
width and shrinkage strain in the restrained ring-type concrete has been obtained
by introducing the concept of damage of a restrained surface. The numerical
analysis of the experimental results indicates that the damage of the restrained
surface makes a significant contribution to the crack width due to the restrained
shrinkage. The decrease of the degree of damage at the restrained surface suggests
that friction resistance and/or pozzolanic reaction could exist near the surface of
the concrete.
Anders Ole Stubbe Solgaard explained that Service life design (SLD) is an
important tool for civil engineers to ensure that the structural integrity and
functionality of the structure is not compromised within a given time frame, i.e. the
service life. In SLD of reinforced concrete structures, reinforcement corrosion is of
major concern and reinforcement de-passivation is a frequently used limit state.
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The present paper investigates an alternative limit state: corrosion-induced cover
cracking.
Results from numerical simulations of concrete cover cracking due to
reinforcement corrosion are presented. The potential additional service life is
calculated using literature data on corrosion rate and Faraday’s law. The
parameters varied comprise reinforcement diameter, concrete cover thickness and
concrete material properties, viz. concrete tensile strength and ductility (plain
concrete and fiber reinforced concrete). Results obtained from the numerical
simulations reveal that, depending on the serviceability limit state applied, the
service life of a reinforced concrete structure can be increased significantly by
allowing minor damage of the cover.
G.F. Kheder was developed A mathematical model for the prediction of volume
change cracking in end-restrained concrete members . The model adopted the ACI
Committee 209 method for the prediction of creep and shrinkage of concrete in
conjunction with the bond slip cracking mechanism with an improved tensile strain
distribution. The time discretization method was used for calculating the
development of shrinkage and creep in concrete, taking into consideration the daily
variations in temperature and relative humidity. Before-cracking and after-cracking
creep of concrete were also calculated, for the first time, taking into consideration
the variable stress level to which the concrete section is exposed.
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The results of tensile strain development, cracking age and crack width
development obtained from the proposed model were compared with those
obtained from a previous experimental research program which used a test model
that largely resembled site conditions. The two results were found to be in line with
one another, which prove the feasibility of the proposed model.
Edward J. conducted a Physical model tests and numerical simulations, correlated
with case studies of building distortion and damage, have been used to evaluate
these relationships for masonry bearing wall structures. The distinct element
method was used to numerically model each masonry unit as a block, with the
contacts between blocks having the stiffness and strength characteristics of mortar.
In-plane displacements at the corners of the wall sections permitted determination
of the average state of strain, and the components of rigid body tilt, angular
distortion, lateral strain at the base, and the contribution of bending strain to the
lateral strain in the upper portion of the wall. The increase in angular distortion
with increase in the ratio of ground/structure shear stiffness (decrease in building
shear stiffness) was examined for both elastic and cracked building walls. Cracking
significantly reduced effective wall stiffness making the wall more conformable to
the ground settlement profile, which increased angular distortion, causing it to
approach the distortion (change in ground slope) that would occur in the absence of
the structure.
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M. Sule and K Cracks in freshly cast structures can be the consequence of
restrained thermal deformations. Additional to these deformations high strength
concrete undergoes autogenously deformations which make this material even
more prone to early-age cracking. In order to analyze this behavior of reinforced
concrete structures at early age, an elaborate test series on a high strength concrete
(w/c = 0.33) was performed. The measured values are: the free deformation of
plain and reinforced concrete, stress development in a fully restrained reinforced
specimen and in its reinforcement bars, development of bond strength and cube
compressive strength.
In this paper he presented the experimental results are and related to each other.
With this information more knowledge is gained concerning the mechanisms
leading to stress development and cracking behavior in reinforced concrete at very
early age. the experience made with tests on plain specimens the reproducibility
seems to be sufficiently guaranteed.

J. Revathy An experimental investigation was carried out on reinforced concrete
columns with corroding reinforcement to assess the residual strength and ductility
performance of columns by An accelerated corrosion regime of different degrees
of corrosion damage of 10 and 25% were induced in the steel reinforcement of
23

concrete columns. The columns were then tested under uni-axial compression until
failure. finally concluded that The increase in corrosion intensity decreased the
axial load carrying capacity of the columns and hence reduction in ductility of the
corroded columns.
Michael J in his paper he presented results of three-dimensional finite-element
analyses of a building adjacent to an excavation. The analyses were used to
evaluate the magnitude of strain that developed in the interior walls in response to
the excavation-related ground movements. This paper describes the procedures
used to model and analyze the building. The paper also presents computed building
responses at dates corresponding to observations of cracking and presents
discussions of strain levels in infill panel walls where cracking was observed and
in panels where cracking was not observed. The analyses showed that the initial
cracking observed in selected infill wall panels could not have occurred solely in
response to excavation-related deformations. Research follows develop critical
strain criteria based on observed damage of a structure adjacent to a deep
excavation. It is intended that these criteria be used to develop rational design
methodologies for excavation support systems that will prevent excavation-related
damage to adjacent buildings.
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3) Cracks Occurring Before Hardening
3.1) Plastic shrinkage
Plastic shrinkage cracking occurs in freshly placed concrete when moisture
evaporates from the top layer of concrete faster than it can be replaced by bleed
water. A negative capillary pressure will develop within the pore structure of
hydrating concrete as water evaporates from the capillary pores.
This negative pressure results in the development of an overall compressive
force within the dehydrating surface, ultimately causing the top layer of fresh
concrete to shrink. The underlying concrete does not shrink at the same rate as the
dehydrating surface layer, and this restraint causes tensile stresses to develop
within the surface layer. Once the fresh concrete’s tensile strength is exceeded,
shallow cracks of varying depth and length develop throughout the surface.
Plastic shrinkage cracking will not occur in all concrete surfaces. Products most
susceptible to plastic shrinkage cracking are those with a large surface area
exposed to certain environmental conditions.
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CAUSES PLASTIC SHRINKAGE CRACKS
Low air temperature
High concrete temperature
Low humidity
High wind speed
The use of supplementary cementations materials (SCMs) may also increase the
potential for plastic shrinkage cracking. A majority of SCMs are finer than
Portland cement and ultimately have a higher surface area, requiring additional
mix water to sufficiently coat the cementations materials. This increase in fine
material will often reduce the amount of bleed water that will reach the concrete’s
surface. Concrete containing SCMs may be susceptible to plastic shrinkage
cracking if the evaporation rate exceeds 1 kg/m2 per hour, while concrete
containing silica fume is even more susceptible as bleed rates are reduced.
Plastic shrinkage cracks are caused by rapid loss of water from the surface of
concrete before it has set. The critical condition exists when the rate of evaporation
of surface moisture exceeds the rate at which rising bleed. Plastic shrinkage
cracking of mortars exposed to different conditions, as prevalent in hot-dry
climates, was investigated under controlled conditions. The variables studied were
air temperature and humidity, wind velocity, mortar temperature type and content
26

of cement, and consistency. Shrinkage, tensile strength and tensile stress of fresh
mortars, evaporation and time of cracking were measured. Width, depth, and
length measurements of the cracks were also taken. The results confirm that rapid
evaporation has a predominant effect on plastic shrinkage cracking. Other
conclusions are that plastic shrinkage cracking is not a direct function of water
loss, evaporation rate or shrinkage, and that semi plastic mortar did not crack under
high evaporation conditions which brought about severe cracking of plastic and
wet mortars. It was also established that the first crack coincides with the transition
from the intensive, practically unrestrained, linear shrinkage of fresh mortar to the
much slower rate due to restraint on stiffening of the mortar.
Plastic shrinkage cracking occurs when the rate of evaporation of moisture
from the surface exceeds the rate at which moisture is being supplied to it (via
bleeding from the concrete). The concrete surface dries out and shrinks at a time at
which it has little strength and hence it cracks. It can be likened to the cracking that
occurs in clay soil as it dries.

Water is lost from the concrete mass in two main ways:
Drying from the top
Moisture rises to the top surface of a concrete element during placement – a
process known as bleeding. Bleed water dries out mainly from evaporation; when
27

the rate of evaporation exceeds the rate of bleeding, the surface dries and tends to
crack.
Drying from the base
Water in a concrete slab may be absorbed into the sub grade or ground below. In
addition to affecting bleeding this could significantly increase settlement of
concrete and the risk of associated cracking. The rate of evaporation from the
surface is dependent on environmental factors such as temperature, relative
humidity and wind speed. It is not just a hot weather phenomenon, as the
combination of these factors may provide the worst conditions in cool weather
with low humidity and wind.
Mix design sets the bleed capacity of the concrete. This may be changed from hot
to cold conditions to suit the finishing operations and crack-control requirements.
Concretes with low bleed potential (those containing a high proportion of ﬁne
material such as silica fume, fine aggregate, low slump) are more prone to plastic
shrinkage cracking. However, mixes with high bleed characteristics are not
recommended as a solution as they give rise to other problems (eg increased risk of
plastic settlement cracking, crazing, delays in ﬁnishing processes, greater longterm shrinkage). Retarded concrete is also more prone to plastic shrinkage cracking
because of the increased time.
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Identifying plastic shrinkage cracking
On the size of the product and severity of evaporation. Cracks usually form
perpendicular to the direction of drying wind, if present, and are usually spaced at
regular intervals ranging from a few inches to a foot in typical precast surfaces.
Cracks may also appear in a polygon pattern.
Plastic shrinkage cracking may be confused with settlement cracking as both are
similar in appearance. Although plastic shrinkage cracking and plastic settlement
cracking are often addressed separately in literature, they often occur in unison.
Due to the natural force of gravity, concrete will continue to settle following
placement and consolidation. Tensile forces will develop in the upper layer of
concrete as it settles around reinforcement or at locations where there is a sudden
change in cross-sectional thickness. Cracks are typically straight and located above
reinforcing steel with minimal concrete cover.
Hairline plastic shrinkage cracks in the surface of architectural concrete are often
referred to as crazing. These cracks are visible to the unaided eye, but are not
measurable by ordinary means.
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3.1.1 Plastic shrinkage cracks in freshly placed concrete slab
Salient features
Type of structure

: It is a malty storied structure supported by rectangular
columns

Year of construction

: 13 - march - 2014

Date of investigation

: 13 - march - 2014

Visual observations
 Cracks are occurred with spacing of 1 to 3 feet apart, and they are generally
parallel to one another.
 Cracks are not generally extend to the free end of the concrete element, and
can be of considerable depth
 Cracking occurred when the concrete is in the plastic state, this is within the
first 24 hours after the cement begins to hydrate.
 All cracks are observed after 3 hours of placing of concrete.
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Fig.1 Cracks in freshly placed concrete due to plastic shrinkage
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These cracks are is caused by excessively high rates of evaporation from the
Surface of the concrete before it has hardened. For hydration to take place, a ratio
of only about 25% water-to-cement is needed. To improve workability, water is
often added to around 45%. This surplus water forces cement particles apart,
suspending them in water. Once the concrete has been placed, the heavier
aggregate particles settle, and the weight of the mix forces excess water to the
surface. This excess water is called bleed water. Once the bleed water has
evaporated from the surface, the concrete will still be wet and the surplus water
will continue to dry upward through evaporation from the surface, and downward
through absorption by the sub-grade, unless the concrete is installed directly on a
vapor barrier, such as plastic, in which case, all drying will be upward.
Prevention measures
 Plastic shrinkage cracking often occurs during the summer months when hot
drying winds are present or during the winter months when the difference
between the concrete temperature and ambient temperature promotes rapid
evaporation of bleed water. Several simple precautions may be taken to
prevent the formation of plastic shrinkage cracking. Pay attention to weather
conditions and keep an eye on the surface of products following casting.
 Products with large exposed surface areas are most susceptible to plastic
shrinkage cracking such as panels, slabs or tank bottoms.
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 During the hot summer months it may be beneficial to keep aggregate
stockpiles shaded and wet, especially lightweight aggregates.
 Using cold water or ice may also aid in keeping the concrete temperature
low. If possible it is best to cast products indoors both during the summer
and winter months as drying winds will often lead to plastic shrinkage
cracking.
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3.2) Plastic Settlement
Plastic settlement cracks are so-called because they form while the concrete is still
plastic, ie has not set. The settling concrete is restrained and cracks form at the
surface. They may become visible very early, ie while finishing is proceeding, but
are often not noticed until some hours after placement. They are distinguished from
plastic shrinkage cracks by their distinct pattern which typically mirrors the pattern
of the restraining elements such as the reinforcement.
The cracks occur while the concrete is plastic and frequently while bleed
water is still rising and covers the surface. They tend to roughly follow the
restraining element, e.g. reinforcing bars, or changes in the concrete section. They
can be quite wide at the surface, tend to extend only to the reinforcement or other
restraining element and taper in width to that location. In exposed situations this
may increase the risk of corrosion of the reinforcement and pose a threat to
durability. Cracks may develop further, due to subsequent drying shrinkage,
leading to possible cracking through the full depth of the concrete member.
Mechanism of Plastic Settlement
If the settlement of solids in the concrete can freely take place without hindrance
there will be a reduction in depth and volume of the cast concrete but no cracking.
However, any restraint to this movement, e.g. reinforcement, can result in plastic
settlement cracks.
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Where the solids continue to settle in comparison to those which are prevented
from further downward movement, the concrete will ‘break its back’ and a tear
appears in the surface as it is forced into tension. Cracks may develop at regular
spacing reflecting the reinforcement layout. They often occur in conjunction with
voids under the bars as shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows initiation and Figure
1(b) the condition after a few hours. These crescent-shaped voids may initially be
filled with bleed water. The region of bond between the bar and concrete is thus
reduced.

Fig.2 mechanism of plastic settlement
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Causes Plastic Settlement Cracks
Most concrete after it is placed bleeds, i.e. water rises to the surface as the solid
particles settle. The bleed water evaporates and there is a loss of total volume – the
concrete has ‘settled’.
If there is no restraint, the net result is simply a very slight lowering of the surface
level. However if there is something near the surface, such as a reinforcing bar
which restrains part of the concrete from settling while the concrete on either side
continues to drop, there is potential for a crack to form over the restraining
element.
Differential amounts of settlement may also occur where there is a change in the
depth of a section, such as at a beam/slab junction. See Figure 3 .
Settlement cracks tend to follow a regular pattern coinciding with a restraint,
usually the reinforcement or a change in section. Generally the cracks are not deep,
but because they tend to follow and penetrate down to the reinforcement, they may
reduce the durability of a structure.
Factors which may contribute to plastic settlement include:
a) The depth of reinforcement relative to total thickness.
b) The total time of settlement.
c) The depth of reinforcement/size of bar ratio.
d) The constituents of the mix and the slump
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Identification of Settlement cracks
The most common restraint in slabs is from the reinforcement. The cracks
occur on the top surface and usually follow the line of the uppermost bars, giving a
series of parallel cracks; there may also be shorter cracks at right angles over the
bars running in the opposite direction. Cracks are typically 1 mm wide and usually
run from the surface to the bars. The settlement may also result in visible
undulations on the concrete surface, with the high points over the top reinforcing
bars.
In some cases where the bars in the top layer of reinforcement are close
together, the whole surface layer of the concrete may be ‘suspended’ on the
reinforcement while the concrete below settles. This can lead to a horizontal
discontinuity beneath the bars, resulting in a loss of bond and with time
delimitation of concrete cover that protects the reinforcing steel against corrosion.
Fine cracks can occur in relatively narrow formed surfaces such as columns.
The concrete may arch between the containing form faces. Settlement below the
restrained concrete results in a crack being formed, generally coinciding with the
links. It is sometimes possible for plastic settlement cracks to form on a vertical
face where reinforcement has restricted the free flow of concrete within the
formwork. In such cases it is possible that the cracks are formed between the lines
of the reinforcement.
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3.2.1 Cracks due to plastic settlement
Salient features
Type of structure

: It is a malty storied structure supported by rectangular
columns and slab

Location

:

located at terrus

slab area in apartmentin

madhavadara area vizag
Year of construction

: 12 - feb -2014

Date of investigation

:12 - feb - 2014

VISUAL INSPECTION
 The cracks are appeared24 hrs after placing of concrete
 These cracks are reflects the location of the reinforcement inside concrete
slab
 See below figure which shows the pattern of cracking
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Fig.4 cracks in concrete due to plastic settlement

Causes
 The cause of plastic settlement is related to bleeding of fresh concrete.
Bleeding refers to the migration of water to the top of concrete and the
movement of solid particles to the bottom of fresh concrete.
 The expulsion of water during bleeding results in the reduction of the
volume of fresh concrete. This induces a downward movement of wet
concrete.
 If such movement is hindered by the presence of obstacles like steel
reinforcement, cracks will be formed.
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Prevention of plastic settlement cracking
Plastic settlement cracks may be prevented or closed, by revibrating the
concrete after settlement is virtually complete, and it has begun to set e.g. after half
an hour to one hour. Revibration closes the cracks and enhances the surface finish
and other properties of the concrete. Careful timing is essential to ensure that the
concrete reliquaries under the action of the vibrator and that the cracks close fully.
Applying vibration before the concrete has begun to stiffen may allow the cracks to
reopen. Applying it too late, i.e. after the concrete has begun to harden, may
damage the bond with reinforcement or reduce its ultimate strength.
Other procedures which may help reduce plastic settlement cracking include:
 using lower slump mixes;
 using more cohesive mixes;
 using an air entertainer to improve cohesive-ness and reduce bleeding; and
Increasing cover to top bars.
Where there is a significant change in section, the method of placing may be
adjusted to compensate for the different amounts of settlement. If the deep section
is poured first to the underside of the shallow section, this concrete can be allowed
to settle before the rest of the concrete is placed. However the top layer must be
well vibrated into the bottom layer.
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) Cracks Occurring After Hardening
Cracks occur in hardened concrete for two principal reasons:
 volume changes in the concrete; and
 chemical reactions within the body of the concrete which cause expansion
and subsequent cracking of the concrete.
Volumetric movement in concrete cannot be prevented. It occurs whenever
concrete gains or losses moisture (drying shrinkage) or whenever it’s temperature
changes (thermal movement). If such movements are excessive, or if adequate
measures have not been taken to control their effects, the concrete will crack.
Chemical reactions within the body of the concrete, which can cause it to expand
and crack, include reinforcement corrosion and sulphate attack, and alkaliaggregate reaction. Provided adequate care is taken in the selection of materials
and good quality concrete is properly placed, compacted and cured, these reactions
should not occur except in extreme environmental conditions.
4) physical cracks
4.1) Drying shrinkage
Drying shrinkage occurs after the setting-process, when the concrete is
hardening. This type of shrinkage is most effective when the concrete is young and
decreases as the concrete gets older. This is very dependent on external conditions,
e.g. relative humidity, temperature and wind. If the concrete is located were the
relative humidity is less in the environment than in the concrete itself, it dries out
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and water dissipate from the porous veins in the concrete. This lowers the pressure
in the pores and the concrete shrinks. Drying shrinkage often creates subtle
network of cracks on the surface of the concrete.
When water evaporates from hardened concrete stored in unsaturated air it
causes drying shrinkage. Some part of this shrinkage is irreversible and has to be
distinguished from the reversible part which is moisture movement. The left part in
Figure 22 shows how a sample that has been drying in unsaturated conditions is
put into water, and shows the swelling when cement absorbs water. When it is then
made to dry again the drying shrinkage begins once more, this can be done
repeatedly and then the recovery of shrinkage will become increasingly less.
When concrete is exposed to its service environment it tends to reach
equilibrium with that environment. If the environment is a dry atmosphere the
exposed surface of the concrete loses water by evaporation. The rate of evaporation
will depend on the relative humidity, temperature, water-cement ratio and the area
of the exposed surface of the concrete. The first water to be lost is that held in the
large capillary pores of the hardened concrete. The loss of this water does not
cause significant volume change. However, as drying continues, loss of water from
small capillary pores and later from gel pores takes place. With the reduction in the
vapor pressure in the capillary pores, tensile stress in the residual water increases.
Tensile stresses in the capillary water are balanced by compressive stresses in the
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surrounding concrete and as a result the concrete shrinks. Evaporation of gel water
changes the surface energy of the solid phase and causes further shrinkage. Drying
shrinkage makes up a portion of the total deformation that is observed in a concrete
member.
Drying shrinkage is not a problem if the concrete is free to move. If the concrete is
restrained in any way, drying shrinkage will introduce tensile stresses which if they
exceed the tensile strength of the concrete, will cause the concrete to crack.
Reducing drying shrinkage will not necessarily prevent cracking which is also
influenced by the restraint and the design and detailing of the concrete element.
Shrinkage cracks, as opposed to flexural cracks, are parallel sided and in the case
of slabs usually extend right through the slab thickness. Such cracks can cause
water penetration/leakage and ultimately impair the durability of the concrete
element.
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Fig.5 Moisture movement in concrete; the left graph shows data for concrete which has dried from t0 to t and then
re-saturated, the right graph is for concrete that has dried from t0 to t and subjected to cycles of wetting and drying
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FACTORS AFFECTING DRYING SHRINKAGE

Fig-6 Factors affecting drying shrinkage

Since drying shrinkage is related to moisture loss from the concrete, it is
influenced by external factors that affect drying and also internal factors related to
the concrete and its constituents.
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A) External Factors
The external factors affecting loss of moisture from concrete are ambient
conditions, and size and shape of the concrete member.
i) Ambient conditions Air temperature, relative humidity and wind velocity will
affect the loss of moisture from the concrete surface. Reference 2 discusses how
any combination of these factors affects the evaporation rate. Different ambient
conditions on opposite sides of a member result in differential drying out, hence
differential shrinkage with the possible consequence of warping.

Effect of relative humidity on drying shrinkage

The above curve shows an Effect of relative humidity on drying shrinkage
higher drying shrinkage is to be expected with rise in ambient temperature, with
decrease in relative humidity, with increase in air movement around the concrete,
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and with increase in the length of time for which concrete is subjected to drying
conditions.
ii) Member geometry Large, thick concrete members dry out more slowly than
small, thin ones. As a result, for the same drying period, shrinkage of large-size
members is lower than the smaller-size ones which can dry out to their cores more
quickly. The effect of concrete member geometry on drying shrinkage is
represented in most codes and standards by its ‘theoretical thickness’ or
hypothetical thickness which is defined as twice the area of the cross-section of the
concrete member divided by the exposed perimeter of the cross-section. It follows
that a higher theoretical thickness will be associated with a lower drying shrinkage.
B) Internal Factors
The internal factors affecting drying shrinkage of concrete are those related to its
constituents: cements, aggregates, admixtures; concrete mix design; water-cement
ratio and water content; aggregate properties and volume fraction; and those
related to the construction of the concrete: placing, compaction and curing.
i) Cements Although it is generally concluded that the composition of cement can
affect drying shrinkage the effect is not completely determined. The C3A and
alkali content have been observed to have a dominant effect4. In turn, the effect of
C3A and alkali content on shrinkage is influenced by the gypsum content of the
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cement, ie shrinkage of cements of the same C3A content differs for different
gypsum contents.
ii) Water content The drying shrinkage of concrete increases with increasing its
water content. The variation in shrinkage with water content may be explained by
the difference in types of water lost at the various stages of drying mentioned
earlier. It is also associated with the modulus of elasticity of the concrete. Concrete
of high water content (and high water-cement ratio) has a lower strength and lower
modulus of elasticity and hence has a greater tendency to shrinkage. The effect of
water cement ratio on drying shrinkage

Effect of water-cement ratio on shrinkage of cement pastes
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Above figure shows that high performance/ high strength concrete which is
characterized by high cement content, low water content (hence low water-cement
ratio) and good quality aggregate could have low shrinkage characteristics.
iii) Construction practice Concrete placing, compaction and curing are important
factors in minimizing the magnitude of drying shrinkage. Adding further water on
site during placing of concrete to restore slump or to aid with final finishing will
increase the drying shrinkage of concrete. Proper compaction and curing are
required to produce dense concrete of reduced capillaries and/or with
discontinuous capillaries, resulting in reduced loss of moisture from the concrete
and reduced drying shrinkage.
iv) Adequate reinforcement Where cracking occurs, the spacing and width of
shrinkage cracks depend upon the percentage of reinforcement in the restrained
concrete and the bond characteristics of the reinforcement. The provision and
location of adequate reinforcement to distribute the tensile stress caused by drying
shrinkage is particularly important in slabs-on ground and similar applications
where reinforcement may not be required for structural reasons.
v) Joints The provision and location of contraction joints permit movement as a
result of drying shrinkage. Unreinforced concrete will tend to develop larger cracks
at irregular intervals wherever the tensile strength of the concrete is exceeded by
the stresses induced by drying shrinkage Drying shrinkage cracks
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4.1.1 Case study
Type of structure

: a two storey building

Location

: is located at sagar nagar area.

Year of construction

: it’s a old structure about 30 years old

Date of investigation

: 12 - Dec - 2013

Visual observations
 In investigated slab cracking was visually observed are shown in figure
 Typically cracks were quite long and oriented random directions
 Crack widths varied from 0.1 mm to 1.0 mm, and crack spacing was
Typically 300 – 1000 mm.
 Generally narrow cracks have smaller spacing and wide cracks have larger
spacing Most of the cracks were located near columns of the building frame.
 In these locations cracks had radial orientation and approximately 1- 5
cracks were founded around the columns.
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Fig.7 Cracks in concrete slab due to drying shrinkage
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4.2) crazing
Crazing, a network pattern of fine cracks that do not penetrate much below
the surface, is caused by minor surface shrinkage Crazing cracks are very fine and
barely visible except when the concrete is drying after the surface has been wet.
The cracks encompass small concrete areas less than 50 mm (2 in.) in dimension,
forming a chicken-wire pattern. The term “map cracking” is often used to refer to
cracks that are similar to crazing cracks only more visible and surrounding larger
areas of concrete. Although crazing cracks may be unsightly and can collect dirt,
crazing is not structurally serious and does not ordinarily indicate the start of future
deterioration. ‘Crazing’ describes the very fine cracks which appear on the surface
of concrete after it has been exposed to the atmosphere for some time. It can occur
on both trowelled and formed surfaces but is more noticeable on the former,
particularly when wet. It occurs as the concrete surface expands and shrinks during
alternate cycles of wetting and drying, or as it carbonates and shrinks during long
exposure to the air.
The use of cement-rich mixes on the surface of the concrete, ‘driers’,
exacerbates the problem, as does overworking (bringing excess mortar to the
surface) or trowelling bleed water back into the surface. On formed surfaces,
crazing tends to occur on smooth faces cast against low-permeability form-face
materials.
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It is generally accepted that crazing is a cosmetic problem. There is much
anecdotal evidence of industrial floor slabs that exhibit crazed surface cracking
which have been in service for many years without deterioration. Autogeneous
healing of fine cracks can occur, and although ‘healed’ the cracks will still be
visible.
Causes of crazing
Crazing is caused by drying out of the concrete surface, so it is particularly
common when the surface has been exposed during placement to low humidity,
high air or concrete temperature, hot sun, or any combination of these. Concrete
contractors can minimize or prevent craze cracks by starting to cure as soon as
possible after final finishing, especially on a hard-toweled floor. Moist curing is
best, although a spray-on monomolecular curing compound also can be effective.
Using a drier, stiffer mix can reduce crazing as well. For exterior slabs, minimize
the amount of working or toweling of the surface and use a broomed finish, which
tends to mask minor cracks and surface blemishes.
Hard steel –troweled surfaces often have craze cracks due to shrinkage of the
concentrated dense paste layer at the surface. Concentrate surface crazing can also
occur because one or more of the rules of good concrete practices were not
followed
The factors when crazing occurs are
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a) poor or inadequate curing
Environmental conditions conductive to high evaporation rates. Such as low
humidity, extremes in ambient temperature direct sunlight and drying winds on
concrete surface when the concrete is just beginning to gain strength . cause rapid
surface drying resulting in craze cracking.
b) Too wet mix
Too wet mix, Excessive floating, the use of a jitterbug or producers that will
depress the coarse aggregate and produce an excessive concentration of cement
paste and fines at the surface.
c) Finishing operations
Finishing operations performed while bleed water remains on the surface or the use
of a steel trowed in a manner that the smooth surface of trowed brings up excessive
water and cement fines. Use of a bull float or darby with water on the surface or
while the concrete continuous to bleed will produce high water – cement ratio at
the surface resulting in a week surface layer that will be susceptible to crazing.
d) Sprinkling cement
Sprinkling cement on the surface to dry up the bleed water is a frequent cause of
cracking this concentrates fines on the surface. Spraying water on the concrete
surface during finishing operations will result in a week surface suspetable to
crazing.
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4.2.1 Case study
Salient features
Type of structure

: It is a two storied structure supported by rectangular
columns

Location

: sagar nagar area

Year of construction

: 13 - April - 2014

Date of investigation

: 14 – April - 2014

Visual observations
 A network pattern of fine cracks that do not penetrate much below the
surface.


Very fine and barely visible except when the concrete is drying after
the surface has been wet.



The cracks encompass small concrete areas less than 50 mm (2 in.) in
dimension, forming a chicken-wire pattern



cracks only more visible and surrounding larger areas of concrete.
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 The term “map cracking” is often used to refer to cracks that are
similar to crazing cracks only more visible and surrounding larger
areas of concrete.

Fig.8 Cracks due to crazing
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Prevention of Crazing
 Use lower slump concretes; do not add water to the mix adjust slump with
admixtures instead Use concrete with minimal bleeding characteristics ▪
 Do not finish the concrete until bleed water has disappeared or been
removed.
 Do not overwork the surface to prevent excess fines from coming to the
surface.
 Start curing immediately following the final finishing pass; cure
continuously for 7 days uninterrupted (intermittent wetting and drying
increases risk for crazing)
 When appropriate, use broom finished to prevent overworking the surface
 Take extra care when using dry-shake colors. Overworking the dry-shake
materials with a steel trowel can cause crazing
 Keep any combustion engine exhaust from venting onto the concrete
surface. Carbonation from exhaust may cause surface shrinkage, dusting and
crazing.
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5) Chemical Action
Certain chemical reactions in building materials result in appreciable increase in
volume of materials, and internal stresses are set up which may result in outward
thrust atid formation of cracks. l-he materials involved in reaction also get.
Weakened in strength. Commonly occurring instances of this phenomenon are:
sulphare attack on cement products, carbonation in cemen tbased materials,
corrosion of reinforcement in concrete and brickwork, and alkali-aggregate
reaction.
Deleterious chemical reactions may cause cracking of concrete. These
reactions may be due to materials used to make the concrete or materials that come
into contact with the concrete after it has hardened. Concrete may crack with time
as the result of slowly developing expansive reactions between aggregate
containing active silica and alkalis derived from cement hydration, admixtures or
external sources (e.g. curing water, ground water, alkaline solutions stored or used
in the finished structure). The alkali silica reaction results in the formation of a
swelling gel, which tends to draw water from other portions of the concrete. These
causes local expansion and accompanying tensile stresses and may eventually
result in the complete deterioration of the structure certain carbonate rocks
participate in reactions with alkalis, which in some instances produce detrimental
expansion & cracking.
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5.1) Cracks due to corrosion
The presence of-plastic shrinkage cracking may serve as weak zone that can be
opened at a later age, Prettrature cracks provide a path fbr the penetration of
detrimental agents (water, sulfates, clrloride ions), making the concrete structure
more permeable and less durable
a) Corrosion mechanisms
Chloride ions penetrate the concrete and break down the protective layer
around the reinforcement. The rate at which they penetrate the concrete is a
function of the quality and quantity of the concrete surrounding the reinforcement
and the internal and external environments. The time for the chloride ion level at
the reinforcement to reach the critical level for the onset of corrosion is known as
the Initiation Period.
Once the protective layer around the reinforcement has been removed
corrosion can take place in the presence of moisture and oxygen. The corrosion
products occupy more space than the original steel and, as such, can cause
expansive stresses that can lead to cracking of the concrete cover and spalling. The
cross-section of the reinforcement is also reduced. The time taken for corrosion to
result in sufficient deterioration that remedial action is required is known as the
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Propagation Period.
Metals corrode in acids, whilst they can be protected from corrosion by an
alkaline environment. Concrete contains hydroxides particularly calcium
hydroxide. In moist concrete the presence of calcium hydroxide creates an alkaline
environment within the concrete of pH 12 to 13. This high alkalinity leads to a
‘passive’ oxide layer forming on the surface of the reinforcing steel. This passive
layer prevents corrosion from occurring (beyond that that took place when the
reinforcement was exposed to the atmosphere before inclusion in the concrete).
Once the passive layer has been broken down as a consequence of chloride ingress,
the reinforcement can start to rust (corrode) if there is the right balance of moisture
and oxygen. nThe concept of Initiation and Propagation periods can be illustrated
by Tuutti’s5 model shown in Figure

Fig.9 Initiation and Propagation periods by Tuutti’s
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A) Initiation period
The initiation period in chloride affected concrete is usually expressed as the time
taken for the chloride concentration to reach a critical level at the reinforcing bar.
Unlike carbonation, there is no front that moves through the concrete but instead a
concentration that gradually builds up with time, and varies with depth.
Where concrete is subjected to a wetting and drying environment, i.e. multistorey car parks and bridges, the first ten or twenty millimeters of concrete may not
be saturated for long periods. When non-saturated concrete comes into contact
with chlorides (in solution) the concrete will take up the solution by capillary
suction10. Chlorides can penetrate the non-saturated areas considerably faster than
they can penetrate the deeper, saturated areas where diffusion is the main transport
mechanism.
There are further complications when concrete is exposed to wetting and
drying conditions2. The chlorides are likely to enter the concrete in solution. The
chlorides are subsequently deposited in the pores during drying periods and are
then available to go into solution during the next wetting cycle. The converse is
also possible, where washout of the chlorides can occur when the concrete is
exposed to rain or non-salt-laden vehicle spray.
Carbonation also has an effect on concrete subject to wetting and drying.
The surface layers can carbonate during the drying periods, and this leads to two
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effects. Parrott11 has found that carbonation can increase or decrease the
permeability of surface layers depending on the type of cement used. Tuutti5 has
found that carbonated concrete does not have the same binding capacity as
uncarbonated concrete. This implies that the ratio of free chlorides (in the pore
solution) to total chlorides (in the concrete) will be higher in the carbonated surface
zone than in the uncarbonated zones further in.
The maximum allowable total chloride level is specified as being 0.4% by
mass of cement for reinforced concrete. This chloride level is often taken as the
level at which corrosion begins, i.e. the end of the initiation period The critical
threshold level is likely to be higher than 0.4% as 0.4% is the maximum chloride
content allowed in new concrete, and one would not expect a specification to allow
concrete to contain a critical level of chlorides from day one it can be seen that
chloride ingress is extremely complex and identifying the end of the initiation
period.
B) Propagation period
The criteria for determining the end of the propagation period vary from first
cracking to loss of load-carrying capacity. However, the common feature that
determines the propagation period is the corrosion rate Chloride generally enter the
concrete in solution and, as such, there should be sufficient moisture present for
corrosion to take place. The corrosion rate, and length of propagation period, is
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thus likely to be controlled by the ability of oxygen to reach the cathode. The rate
of diffusion of oxygen through saturated concrete is low, and the cathodic reaction
may have to rely on dissolved oxygen in the water. The presence of water will
lower the electrical resistivity of the concrete increasing the corrosion current in
the presence of oxygen. In addition, the chlorides reduce the electrical resistivity of
the concrete. This increased conductivity enables a local anode to be serviced by a
length of reinforcing bar acting as a cathode.

Permissible crack width
Considering the relationship between corrosion of reinforcement, surface crack
width, and concrete cover, in the JSCE Specification the surface crack width is
examined to be less than a permissible value which is a function of concrete cover.
In the JSCE Specification, the permissible crack width, depending on
environmental conditions, concrete cover, and type of reinforcement, is stipulated
(Table 1).
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Table.1 Classification of environmental conditions
Normal environment

Outdoors of ordinary condition where chloride ions
do not come, underground, etc.

Corrosive environment

1. As compared with normal environment,
reinforcement subjected to detrimental influences, such
as severe alternate wetting and drying, and structures
below the level of underground water containing
harmful substances
2. Marine structures submerged in seawater and
structures exposed to mild marine environment, etc.

Severely corrosive
Environment

1. Reinforcement subjected to detrimental influences
considerably
2. Marine structures exposed to tides, sprashes, severe
ocean
winds, etc.

Table.2 Permissible crack width , wa (mm)
Type of reinforcement

Environmental conditions for corrosion of
reinforcement
Normal
Corrosive
Severely corrosive
environment environment
environmenat

Deformed bars and plain
bars

0.005C

0.004C

0.0035C

Prestressing steel

0.004C

--

--

"C" is concrete cover (mm). For the case of C > 100 mm, C = 100 mm. In Table,
the permissible crack widths for prestressing steel in corrosive environment and
severely corrosive environment are not determined. It is considered that prestressed
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concrete can be designed prohibiting the formation of flexural cracks by using
prestressing, and that it is necessary to examine the corrosion of prestressing steel
much more carefully. It is advisable to design the prestressed concrete member
prohibiting the formation of cracks in such environmental conditions.
REASONS OF CORROSION
The two most common causes of reinforcement corrosion are
(i)

localized breakdown of the passive film on the steel by chloride ions and

(ii)

General breakdown of passivity by neutralization of the concrete,
predominantly by reaction with atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Sound concrete is an ideal environment for steel but the increased use of deicing
salts and the increased concentration of carbon dioxide in modern environments
principally due to industrial pollution, has resulted in corrosion of the rebar
becoming the primary cause of failure of this material. The scale of this problem
has reached alarming proportions in various parts of the world.
Factors leading to corrosion
1) Loss of Alkanity due to Carbonation
It is well known that if bright steel is left unprotected in the atmosphere a brown
oxide rust quickly forms and will continue to grow until a scale flakes from the
surface. This corrosion process will continue unless some external means is
provided to prevent it. One method is to surround the steel with an alkaline
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environment having a pH value within the range 9.5 to 13. At this pH value a
passive film forms on the steel that reduces the rate of corrosion to a very low and
harmless value. Thus, concrete cover provides chemical as well as physical
protection to the steel. However, alkalinity can be lost as a result of:
(a) Reaction with acidic gases (such as carbon dioxide) in the atmosphere.
(b) Leaching by water from the surface.
Concrete is permeable and allows the slow ingress of the atmosphere; the acidic
gases react with the alkalis (usually calcium, sodium and potassium hydroxides),
neutralizing them by forming carbonates and sulphates, and at the same time
reducing the pH value. If the carbonated front penetrates sufficiently deeply into
the concrete to intersect with the concrete reinforcement interface, protection is
lost and, since both oxygen and moisture are available, the steel is likely to
corrode.
The extent of the advance of the carbonation front depends, to a considerable
extent, on the porosity and permeability of the concrete and on the conditions of
the exposure. In the case of carbonation, atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) reacts
with pore water alkali according to the generalized reaction,
Ca(OH)2 + CO2 � CaCO3 + H2O
It consumes alkalinity and reduces pore water pH to the 8–9 range, where steel is
no longer passive.
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2) Loss of Alkanity due to Chlorides
The passivity provided by the alkaline conditions can also be destroyed by the
presence of chloride ions, even though a high level of alkalinity remains in the
concrete. The chloride ion can locally de-passivate the metal and promote active
metal dissolution. Chlorides react with the calcium aluminates and calcium
aluminoferrite in the concrete to form insoluble calcium chloro aluminates and
calcium chloro ferrites in which the chloride is bound in non-active form; however,
the reaction is never complete and some active soluble chloride always remains in
equilibrium in the aqueous phase in the concrete. It is this chloride in solution that
is free to promote corrosion of the steel. At low levels of chloride in the aqueous
phase, the rate of corrosion is very small, but higher concentration increases the
risks of corrosion.

3) Cracks due to Mechanical Loading
Cracks in concrete formed as a result of tensile loading, shrinkage or other factors
can also allow the ingress of the atmosphere and provide a zone from which the
carbonation front can develop. If the crack penetrates to the steel, protection can be
lost. This is especially so under tensile loading, for de bonding of steel and
concrete occurs to some extent on each side of the crack, thus removing the
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alkaline environment and so destroying the protection in the vicinity of the de
bonding.
4) Moisture Pathways
If the surface of the concrete is subject to long-term wetting, the water will
eventually reach the level of the reinforcement, either through diffusion through
the porous structure of the concrete, or by traveling along cracks in the concrete.
Concrete roof decks, by their nature, are meant to be protected from moisture.
5.1.1 Case study on Cracks due to corrosion of reinforcement
Salient features
Type of structure

: a two storey building

Location

: is located at sagar nagar area.

Year of construction

: it is a old structure age of structure is about 30 years

Date of investigation

:12 - Feb. - 2014

Visual observations
i) Beams and arches
 The reinforced concrete beams and arches presented severe local damages
due to corrosion, which led in the end to a significant reduction or loss of
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bearing capacity of some elements (figures 1 and 2). Mainly, these damages
consist in:
 concrete cracking by corrosion under the action of chloride, especially at the
bottom of the beams/arches, followed by sapling and corrosion destruction
of the concrete cover and by uncovering of the reinforcements; local
reduction of the elements cross-section due to corrosion of the concrete in its
depth;

Fig.10 Beam: corrosion destruction of concrete cover; due to the longitudinal and transversal steel reinforcements by chloride
attack

 fragile fractures, without reduction of the cross section, of the
longitudinal and transversal steel reinforcements, in some areas, caused
by chloride attack

phenomena of the reinforcement steel were also

observed;
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Columns
The reinforced concrete columns presented visible damages by corrosion (fig. 3),
which mainly consisted in the following:
 concrete cracking along the longitudinal steel reinforcements, more
accentuated in the marginal area, due to the corrosion by expansion of the
concrete under the action of nitrates; in a further phase, spalling of the
concrete cover occurred and afterwards the in depth corrosion of the
concrete
 fragile fractures, without reduction of the cross section, of the transversal
steel reinforcements caused by chloride attack.
 superficial corrosion of the longitudinal steel reinforcements, without a
visible sign of their fractures

Fig.11 cracks in column due to corrosion of reinforcement in column
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Slabs
The reinforced concrete slabs presented severe local damages by corrosion,
mainly in the perforated areas and in the areas where the anticorrosive floor was
damaged. The corrosion damages are similar to the ones described at the beams
and, in certain areas, they led to an important reduction and loss of bearing
capacity of slabs.

Fig.12 Cracks due to corrosion of reinforcement in slab element due to corrosion
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PREVENTION METHODS
1) Keep concrete always dry, so that there is no H2O to form rust. Also aggressive
agents cannot easily diffuse into dry concrete. If concrete is always wet, then there
is no oxygen to form rust.
2) A polymeric coating is applied to the concrete member to keep out aggressive
agents. A polymeric coating is applied to the reinforcing bars to protect them from
moisture and aggressive agents. The embedded epoxy-coating on steel bars
provide a certain degree of protection to the steel bars and, thereby, delay the
initiation of corrosion. These coatings permit movement of moisture to the steel
surface but restrict oxygen penetration such that a necessary reactant at cathodic
sites is excluded.
3) A portion of the chloride ions diffusing through the concrete can be sequestered
in the concrete by combining them with the tricalcium aluminate to form a calcium
chloro-aluminate (Friedel’s salt). It can have a significant effect in reducing the
amount of available chlorides thereby reducing corrosion.
4) As the cement content of the concrete increases (for a fixed amount of chloride
in the concrete), more chloride reacts to form solid phases, so reducing the amount
in solution (and the risk of corrosion), and as the physical properties improve, the
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extent of carbonation declines, so preventing further liberation of chloride from the
solid phase.
6) Cracks Due to thermal movement
Early age thermal movement
Early thermal cracking is the cracking that occurs due to restraint of a
member as the heat of hydration dissipates and while the concrete is immature. It
can occur in a number of places in a structure such as the parapet edge beam, when
it is cast separately from the deck, in the web of a hollow box type deck cast in
stages, and in retaining walls and abutments. It is important that the extent and size
of such cracking should not be such as to impair the serviceability and durability of
the structure or its appearance.
Early thermal movement is inevitable in all concrete sections as a result of
the heat of hydration as the concrete hardens. At first the concrete expands as the
heat of hydration exceeds the rate at which heat is dissipated, but then the section
contracts as the concrete cools down to the ambient temperature. If any part of the
section is restrained from contraction as the section cools then cracking of the
immature concrete may occur. In the past this has often been referred to as
'shrinkage cracking', which has led to confusion.
Causes of Early age thermal cracks
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i) Heat Of Hydration
Cement hydration reactions are exothermic and heat is therefore generated during
hydration. The hydration reactions of fly ash, ground granulated slag and silica
fume are also exothermic to a greater or lesser degree.
The critical factor is the rate of heat generation in the first 24 to 30 hours after
placing. During this period the rate of heat generation exceeds that of heat lost to
the environment and the temperature of the concrete rises.
As a rough rule of thumb one can expect a temperature increase of 10 to 12
degrees centigrade per 100 kg of binder in the mix with the peak temperature being
reached between 24 and 48 hours after placing. The timing and magnitude of the
peak temperature depends on the binder characteristics and the section thickness.
It is undesirable for the core temperature of the concrete to exceed 60
degrees centigrade or the temperature differential between the interior and exterior
of the concrete to exceed 20 to 25 degrees centigrade.
Rise of temperature in fresh concrete can take place not only due to heat gained
from an external source but also due to heat generated within the material by
hydration of cement. Extent of rise of temperature due to heat of hydration would
depend on the properties of cement used as well as the shape and size of the
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component. Loss of heat by radiation into the atmosphere depends on the
proportion of exposed surface to volume of the component. For instance, if under
certain conditions, in a 15 cm thick concrete wall, 95 percent of heat is lost to the
air in 1 hour, under similar circumstances, same amount of heat will be lost in
about one week when the walls I.5 m thick, and in about 2 years when the wall is
15 m thick’. This comparison is given to bring out the effect of surface-to volume
ratio on dissipation of internally generated heat in concrete.
Though in concreting jobs of buildings and ordinary pavements, rise in
temperature of fresh concrete due to heat of hydration is not significant, in case of
dams and such other massive structures, heat of hydration could result in
appreciable rise of temperature which could be as much as 25°C. With the rise in
temperature, fresh concrete expands, but as it is in a plastic state at that stage, very
little stress is set up in the material due to this expansion. However, later on, when
cooling takes place and concrete has hardened by that time, shrinkage occurs and
concrete cracks. Very large ‘forces could be brought into play if expansion of a
beam or slab is restrained and cases of severe damage to buildings in a hot country
like India are not uncommon. The magnitude of force due to thermal-expansion
when restrained may be appreciated from the fact that a force of 500 kN is
necessary to restrain the expansion of a strip of concrete I m wide, 0.1 m thick
heated through 22’C’“. It is, therefore, important to make provision for
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unrestrained movement (to the extent it is feasible) of concrete beams and slabs at
the supports.

ii) Section Size And Geometry
The minimum section dimension determines the rate of heat loss of the concrete to
the surrounding environment.
Generally speaking, heat of hydration only starts to become a problem once the
minimum dimension exceeds 0,5 m. Once the least dimension exceeds about 2
metres, the interior of the concrete will not get any hotter, but the section will take
longer to cool down.
iii) Initial Concrete Temperature
The initial concrete temperature affects the rate of heat generation at early ages, but
not the amount of heat generated and the ultimate rise in temperature.
The main benefit of cooling the plastic concrete, for example with ice or liquid
nitrogen, is to depress the peak temperature and hence reduce the temperature
differential between the concrete and its immediate environment.
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iv) Ambient Conditions
While it might be expected that high ambient temperatures increase the probability
of early thermal cracking, this is not necessarily the case.
Moderate daytime temperatures coupled with low night-time temperatures can be a
more severe condition in practice.
For example, if concrete with a binder content of 350 kg/m3 is placed during the
day at 20 degrees centigrade, the core temperature could reach nearly 60 degrees
after 24 hours at the time of stripping. If the night-time temperature were to fall to
only 10 degrees, the temperature differential could be as high as 50 degrees which
would cause rapid cooling of the exposed surface of the concrete and thermal
cracking caused by thermal contraction would be highly likely.
The probability of the thermal cracking of concrete is, however, a function of the
restraint on the member.
v) Restraint
If concrete is free to contract then thermal cracking will not occur. In reality
however, there is always some internal and external restraint.
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Examples of external restraint are if the concrete is cast onto a previously hardened
base, or between or adjacent to similar elements without the provision of a
movement joint.
In this case, the internal restraint is the still warm interior of the concrete, which
will only cool and contract later. Differential thermal strains will cause cracking,
the extent being dependent on the temperature difference and strain capacity of the
concrete.
a) load-bearing structures
In load-bearing structures, when a roof slab undergoes alternate expansion and
contraction due to gain of heat from the sun and loss of heat by radiation into the
open sky, horizontal cracks may occur (that is shear cracks) in cross walls as
shown in Fig.. If movement of slab is restrained on one side by some heavy
structure and insulation or thickness of protective cover on the roof is inadequate,
cracking will be much more severe.
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Cracking in Top Most Slorey of a Load Bearing Strucrure

b) framed-structures
framed-structures, roof slab, beams and columns move jointly causing diagonal
cracks in walls which are located parallel to the movement, and horizontal cracks
below beams in walls which are at right angle to the movement. As shown in
figure
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Fig.13 Cracking in Cladding and Cross Walls of a Framed Structure

An instance of very frequent occurrence of ,thermal cracks (combined with
shrinkage) in buildings, is the formation of horizontal cracks at the support of a
brick parapet wall or brick-cum-iron railing over an RCC cantilevered slab, that is
balcony as shown in Fig.
Factors which promote this type of cracking are:
(1)

Thermal co-efficient of concrete is twice that of brickwork and thus

differential expansion and contraction cause a horizontal shear stress at the
junction of the two materials;
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(2) Balcony slab as well as parapet masonry are both very much exposed and are
thus subject to wide range of temperature variations;
(3) Drying shrinkage of concrete is 3 to 4 times that of brick masonry;
(4) Parapet are generally built over the concrete slab before the latter has
undergone its drying shrinkage fully.
(5) Parapet or railing does not have much self-weight to resist horizontal shear
force at its support caused by differential thermal movement and differential drying
shrinkage.

Arching up and Cracking of Coping Stones of a Long Garden Wall

Fig 14 Horizontal Crack at the Base of Brick Masonry Parapet Supported on a Projecting RCC Slab
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vi) Reinforcement
Reinforcement can be used to control the cracking of concrete to some degree.
Using small diameter bars at close centres reduces crack widths, as does the use of
the minimum allowable cover.
Prevention methods
Thermal cracking can be controlled by reducing the thermal movement, by
reducing the restraint, by prestressing or by provision of distribution
reinforcement. In most cases the use of distribution reinforcement parallel to each
face of the member is the most economical and convenient method of crack
control. special measures are called for which include use of low-heat cement, use
of pozzolanas, pre-cooling of aggregates’and mixing water, post-cooling of
concrete by circulating refrigerated water through pipes embedded in the body of
the concrete; etc.
To prevent cracks in such situations, a slab should be provided with adequate
insulation or protective cover on the top, span of slab should not be very large, slip
joint should be introduced between slab and its supporting wall as well as between
slab and cross walls and further either the slab should project for some length from
the un supporting wall or the slab should bear only on part width of the wall.
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7) Cracks due to Settlement
Settlement is the vertical displacement from its original level of placement.
Settlement has got several implications on a foundation.
Settlement cracks are caused when the footing supporting the home moves
downward or tips. Foundation settlement and movement can be caused by building
on expansive clay, compressible or improperly compacted fill soils, or improper
maintenance around foundations. In any case, water is the basic culprit in the vast
majority of expansive soil problems. Specific constituents of certain soils tend to
swell or shrink with variations in moisture. The extent of this movement varies
from soil to soil. When unstable soils are used as a base for a foundation, the
tendency for movement is transmitted to the foundation. Since soil movement is
rarely uniform, the foundation is subjected to a differential or upheaval.
Settlement occurs because all soils compress to some degree. Therefore, if a
foundation is not on bedrock, it settles. It settles when there is a reduction in the
voids in the soil supporting the foundation. Voids contain air and water, and void
reduction is caused by the weight of the foundation and its supported structure
compressing the soil and reducing the void space. Compression varies according to
the makeup of the soil.
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 Sandy soils contain large granular particles with a relatively small volume of
voids. The settlement on sandy soils is usually quick (one to two years), and
slight.
 Clay soils contain smaller particles and relatively more voids than sand. The
settlement on clay soils tends to be greater and to occur over a longer period
of time than other soils. Clay soils also tend to be somewhat unstable when
subjected to periodic drying (shrinking) and wetting (expanding). Some clay
soils can change by as much as 50 percent in volume between wet and dry
conditions.
 Organic soils containing a large amount of organic matter often behave in a
manner similar to clay soils. The organic matter shrinks as it dries and
expands (like a sponge) when it gets wet.
The implications include
Appearance of structures - settlement affects the apparance of structures. If a
structure settles excessively, its aesthetic is impaired. It causes doors and windows
to distort, walls and plasters to crack and structure to tilt
Utility of structures – settlement interfere the utility of structures in many ways.
If settlement is excessive overhead cranes do not operate correctly , machinery
may go out of plumb and tracing units such radar become in accurate
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Damage to the structure - if the settlement is severe, it may lead to the complete
collapse of the structure even through the factor of safety against shear failure is
high
Soft clays have a tendency to show great deformations over time when
loaded due to consolidation of excess pore water pressure and creep. Normally,
this results in vertical settlements, which are often taken care of in geotechnical
design work by placing the load on piled foundations. It is also well known that
loading from for example embankments can cause horizontal deformations.
Settlement can cause cracks. The force that caused a crack was at a right
angle (90˚) to it. Knowing this may help you determine the cause of the cracks you
find. If the foundation wall is plumb vertically and straight horizontally, and there
is a vertical or uniform angle crack in a concrete wall or a stair-step crack in a
block wall, it’s probably the result of differential settlement. If the crack is
somewhat wider at the top than at the bottom, this is also an indication of
differential settlement. If a house built on sandy soil is more than a few years old,
differential settlement is likely finished. On clay or organic soils, the motion may
be continuing.
Settlement Process
There are three types of foundation settlement depending upon time variation
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Immediate Settlement
Immediate settlement concerns the initial pressure on the soil under and
surrounding the foundation. It is "immediate" because it occurs during and right
after construction. It has nothing to do with water displacement, but is merely
caused by the weight of the structure. In terms of building foundations, immediate
settlement is relatively easy to predict and measure. In many cases, given the
nature of the soil, foundations are constructed with the ability to withstand a
certain amount of shift without damage. Damage usually occurs only in the long
term, as the shift slowly continues over time.
Consolidation
Consolidation settlement is distinguished from immediate settlement both by the
duration of the settlement and by displacement of water. Consolidation is the more
worrisome form of settlement because it is difficult to predict over months or
years. Consolidation settlement is the settling of a foundation, over time, due to
pressure exerted by the structure and squeezes out the water content of the soil,
thus compressing it. Expulsion of moisture from the soil usually is a long-term
process.
Primary and Secondary Consolidation
Consolidation settlement has two components, primary and secondary. The former
deals explicitly with the settlement caused by soil moisture displacement, and the
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latter deals with the elastic settlement after all movable water has been squeezed
out of the soil. Primary consolidation is the most significant and potentially
harmful of the two. Primary consolidation takes quite a bit of time, from weeks to
years. Secondary consolidation is the quicker result of primary consolidation. Once
primary has been completed, and all movable water has been moved, secondary
kicks in. Secondary consolidation occurs immediately after primary, and takes far
less time to complete. After secondary consolidation is complete, the structure
remains in its permanent position.
Settlement Types
There are three types of foundation settlement: uniform, differential, and tipping.
Each one has multiple indicators and can manifest differently.
a) Uniform settlement of a structure
b) Differential settlement
c) Tipping
When all parts of a building rest on the same kind of soil, and the loads on the
building and the design of its structural system are uniform throughout, differential
settlement is normally not a concern. However where soils, loads, or structural
systems differ between parts of a building, different parts of the building structure
may settle by substantially different amounts, the frame of the building may
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become distorted, floors may slope, walls and glass may crack, and doors and
windows may not work properly.
Initial Settlement
Typically occurring in newly built structures, initial settlement pertains to
the settlement that occurs while the foundations adjust (i.e. settle according) to the
weight of its new load. As soon as the foundations reach a certain depth and
sufficiently compacted soil though, the settlement stops.

During initial settlement, some cracks may develop but they will stop
propagating as soon as the house settles over stable soil. The severity of the cracks
and their effect on the strength of the load-bearing elements of the house will
determine whether or not cosmetic or structural repairs will be needed. In other
words, if the settlement and crack propagation stopped before the load-bearing
elements of the house were compromised, you may not have to spend much on
crack repair.

Continuing Settlement

Continuing settlement, as the name suggests, pertains to the continuous
settlement of the foundation. If a house is experiencing continuous settlement, the
load-bearing elements will be subject to continuing stress. Cracks, if present, will
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propagate further and may reach a point where the stability of the whole structure
is undermined.

a) Uniform settlement of a structure

In some instances of initial and uniform settlement, the structure settles uniformly.
This type of settlement is called uniform settlement. Uniform settlement occurs
under a structure supported by a very rigid raft foundation. If the settlement is
uniform , the structural failure will not take place . this is due to settlement being
uniform. The uniform settlement is very excessive its function is impaired. The
utility services such as water supply and sewage lines electric and telephone poles
etc. may not function properly even the structure remain sound structurally.

Fig-15 Uniform settlement
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b) Differential settlement
Differential settlement is when a structure settles at different rates causing
only part of the structure to settle. This is typical in most foundation repair cases.
The signs usually show as cracks in bricks, cracked block foundations, interior
drywall cracks, and windows and doors that are hard to open and close. Because
the settlement is varied, it can change how the load of the structure is distributed.
This problem is often caused by poor soil conditions.
The settlement of a structure is the amount that the structure will “sink” during
and after construction. Differential settlements become a big problem when the
foundation settles unevenly. The more uneven the settlement is, the greater the
problems are to the building's structure.
Differential settlement will damage the foundation or wall by producing (usually
vertical, possibly diagonal or stair stepped) cracks and other symptoms of wall
movement. The large foundation crack in this poured concrete wall was caused by
differential settlement in a new foundation wall. All of this movement occurred
during the first 13 months after the home was built.
Differential settlement in a building slab or supporting piers can produce
significant and recurrent cracks in the living area as drywall and trim are torn and
dislocated during building movement.
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Differential settlement

Causes of differential settlements.
1.Variation in soil strata
one part of structure may be founded n a compressible soil and the other part on
incompressible material. Like
(i)glacial deposits. Lenses of clay in sandy materials.
(ii) Irregular bed rock surface(good rock, weathered compressible rock)
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(iii) Wind laid or water laid deposits of sands and gravels varying in density.
2.Variation in foundation loading:
Some parts heavy load and other light. For example,
(i) Building consists of high central tower, low projecting wings,
(ii) factory- heavy and light items of machinery
3.Large loaded areas on flexible foundations.
(i) Large flexible raft foundation

4.Difference in time of construction of adjacent parts of structure.
This is the case when extension of a structure is to be done after many years.(then
the completion of original). Long term consolidation settlement of built structure
may be complete, but the new structure(if of the same foundation loading as the
original) will eventually settle an equal amount. Special provisions in the form
of vertical joint are needed to prevent distortion and cracking.
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5.Variation in site conditions (History)
One part of building area may be occupied by heavy structure which had
been demolished or on sloping site it may be necessary to remove
considerable thickness of over burden to form a level site .this variation
results stress conditions
c) Tipping
Tipping is exactly what it sounds like. This is where the structure seems to
be leaning. If your structure appears to be leaning, it is imperative to have an
inspection done immediately to determine if the structure is still safe. Inspectors
can use different equipment to determine how much tipping is involved. Building
tipping or leaning: an entire building tips or leans out of level. For a detailed
discussion of the diagnosis of specific crack patterns caused by wall bulging and
leaning in masonry foundations, and see foundation bulge or lean measurements

Fig.17 Tilting action
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Major causes of settlement
Following are the major causes of settlement:
(1) Changes in stress due to:
a. Applied structural load or excavations.
b. Movement of ground water table.
c. Glaciations; and.
d. Vibration due to machines and earthquake etc
(2) Desiccation due to surface drying and/or plant life.
(3) Changes due to structure of soil(secondary compression)
(4) Adjacent excavation
(5) Mining subsidence
(6) Swelling and Shrinkage
(7) Lateral expulsion of soils
(8) Landslides.
Some other reasons are
 Compression of foundations soils under static loads.
 Compression of soft clays due to lowering ground water table.
 Compression of cohesion less soils due to vibrations
 Compression of foundation soils due to wetting.
 Shrinkage of cohesive soils caused by drying
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Limitations for maximum settlement
Type of Settlement

Limiting factor

Maximum
Settlement

Drainage

15 – 30 cm

Access

30 – 60 cm

Probability of non-uniform settlement:
Total settlement
1.

Masonry walled structures

2.5 – 5 cm

2.

Framed structures

5 – 10 cm

3.

Chimneys, silos, mats

8 – 30 cm

Stability against overturning

Depends on H and L

Tilting of chimneys, towers

0.004L

Rolling of trucks etc.

0.01L

Stacking of goods

0.01L

Crane rails

0.003L

Drainage of floors

0.01 – 0.02 L

High continuous brick walls

0.0005 – 0.001 L

One-storey brick mill building, wall
cracking

0.001 – 0.002 L

Plaster cracking

0.001 L

Reinforced concrete building frame

0.0025 – 0.004 L

Reinforced concrete building curtain walls

0.003 L

Steel frame, continuous

0.002 L

Tilting

Differential
settlement
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Cracks due to settlement of ground
Salient features
Type of structure

: it’s a 4 storied structure

Location

: is located at rushikonda region in Visakhapatnam

Year of construction

:

Date of investigation

:

Visual inspection
 A long horizontal crack is absorbed along the length of wall at plinth level.
 Crack width is initially less and more at the end.
 Crack is about greater than 2mm and depth about 1 inch
 Crack is propagating along the length of wall
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Fig.18 Crack is structure due to non uniform settlement of ground
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Remedial Measures
Philosophy of remedial measures is to
(a) Reduce or eliminate settlement
(b) Design structures to withstand the settlement.
(a)Reduction of Settlement
To reduce or eliminate settlement, considerfollowing:1.Reduce the contact
pressure.2.Reduce compressibility of the soil deposits using various ground
improvement techniques(stabilization, pre compression, vibro flotation etc.)
3) Remove soft compressible materials such as peat , muck etc.
4) Build slowly on cohesive soils to avoid expulsion of a soil mass and to give time
for pressure dissipation
5) consider using deep foundations (pile and piers)
6) provide lateral restraint or counter weight against lateral expansion
To achieve uniform settlement one can resolve to:
i. Design footings for uniform pressure
ii. Use of artificial cushion underneath the less settling foundation parts of

the

structure.
iii. Build different parts of foundations of different weight and on different soil at
different depths.
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6) Structural cracks
CRACKS DUE TO CREEP
Creep is the deformation of concrete over time under load, in other words it
is the tendency of the concrete to slowly move (deform) under constant stress. The
creep occurs as a result of long term exposure to high load and is highly dependent
on temperature. The rate of creep is dependent on the time of loading (the age of
the concrete when load is first applied), material properties and the duration that
the concrete has been under load. Long term effects of creep are large deformations
that can result in structural failure.

Figure 19: The graph to the left shows the stress over time for a concrete sample and the
graph to right shows strain over time (both initial strain and creep strain)

Figure shows the load function over time on the left and the tendency of the
concrete to deform over time when the load is constant to the right. The rate at
which the concrete deforms is significantly influenced by the concrete age at
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loading. If the concrete is loaded at early age the creep can be more than double
compared to when it is loaded at 28 days, which is the normal practice. the creep
function is expressed as a function of both the age of the concrete and the age of
the concrete at loading. There are though other factors that influence concrete
creep. The factors that influence the creep are the material properties of the
concrete, the ambient relative humidity and the size of the section.
Concrete creep can be categorized into two types of creep; basic creep and dryingcreep. Basic creep is the deformation of a concrete samples without any moisture
exchange, that is the sample is completely isolated from the environment and kept
at constant humidity and constant temperature. Drying creep is the total
deformation of the sample when it is not isolated from the environment; that is the
moisture exchange is allowed to take place. One would assume that the difference
in deformation between the basic creep and drying creep should only be the
shrinkage deformation, but that is not true.

The following equation is presented:

Where c stands for creep,

ε

for total deformation, Sh for shrinkage and ST for

deformation due to temperature changes. Concrete creeps under load as earlier
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discussed, but when the load is removed there is a recovery of deformation. This is
explained by Figure where it can be seen that the elastic deformation is partly
recoverable. The elastic deformation is not totally recovered as the cement has
been reacting over time which results in higher young-modulus. The rest of the
deformation is creep but over time there is also a recovery in creep. The difference
in basic creep and drying-creep are also shown in above Figure. It should be noted
that creep is interlinked to shrinkage and when observing creep, shrinkage should
be observed as well.

Fig.20 The deformations of the concrete when load is applied and then removed. It shows graphs for both samples
that are stored under wet and dry conditions

Mechanism of creep
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Time dependent deformation that occurs when concrete is loaded in a sealed
condition so that moisture cannot escape this is basic creep Basic creep is primarily
influenced by the material properties only, while drying creep and shrinkage also
depend on the environment and the size of the specimen. Creep of the material
when moisture exchange is permitted known as drying creep
Creep deformation contains three regions:

Primary creep

initial increase in

deformation ,Secondary creep relatively a steady deformation region

Tertiary

creep it leads to creep fracture .

Mechanism of creep is not yet clearly understood. At low stress it is thought to be
due to seepage and viscous flow and at high stress it may be due to inter-crystalline
slip and micro-cracking. In concrete, extent of creep depends on a number of
factors, such as water and cement content, water cement ratio, temperature,
humidity, use of admixtures and pozzolanas, age of concrete at the time of loading,
and size and shape of the component. Creep increases with increase in water and
cement content, water cement ratio, and temperature; it decreases with increase in
humidity of the surrounding atmosphere and age of material at the time of loading.
Use of admixtures and pozzalanas in concrete increases creep. A high surface to
volume ratio of concrete also increases creep because moisture in concrete can
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seep out at a faster rate without encountering much impedance. Thus, under similar
circumstances, a small and thin component of concrete will undergo larger creep
than a large and massive component.
In case. of brickwork, amount of creep depends on stress/strength ratio and,
therefore, creep in brickwork with weak mortar, which generally has higher
stress/strength ratio, is more. Another reason for greater creep in case of brickwork
with weak mortar is that weak mortar has greater viscous flow than a strong
mortar.

Factors influencing creep
1. Influence of Aggregate
Aggregate undergoes very little creep. It is really the paste which is responsible for
the creep. However, the aggregate influences the creep of concrete through a
restraining effect on the magnitude of creep. The paste which is creeping under
load is restrained by aggregate which do not creep. The stronger the aggregate the
more is the restraining effect and hence the less is the magnitude of creep. The
modulus of elasticity of aggregate is one of the important factors influencing creep.
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It can be easily imagined that the higher the modulus of elasticity the less is the
creep. Light weight aggregate shows substantially higher creep than normal weight
aggregate.
2. Influence of Mix Proportions:
The amount of paste content and its quality is one of the most important factors
influencing creep. A poorer paste structure undergoes higher creep. Therefore, it
can be said that creep increases with increase in water/cement ratio. In other words,
it can also be said that creep is inversely proportional to the strength of concrete.
Broadly speaking, all other factors which are affecting the water/cement ratio are
also affecting the creep.
3. Influence of Age:
Age at which a concrete member is loaded will have a predominant effect on the
magnitude of creep. This can be easily understood from the fact that the quality of
gel improves with time. Such gel creeps less, whereas a young gel under load
being not so stronger creeps more. What is said above is not a very accurate
statement because of the fact that the moisture content of the concrete being
different at different age also influences the magnitude of creep.
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APPENDEX
1.Plastic shrinkage based on evaporation rate
The evaporation rate can be determined from the relative humidity, air
temperature, concrete temperature and wind velocity using the equation developed
by Uno1. Cracking is most likely to occur when the environmental conditions give
an evaporation rate in excess of 1 kg/m2/h. It is recommended that precautions be
taken when the anticipated evaporation rate is likely to exceed 0.5 kg/m2/h. Uno
gives the following equation to calculate evaporation rate
E = 5([Tc+18]^2.5– r[Ta+ 18]^2.5)(V + 4) x10^–6
where
E_= evaporation rate (kg/m2/h)
r = relative humidity/100
Ta = air temperature (°C)
Tc = concrete (water surface) temperature (°C)
V = wind velocity (km/h)

Length of crack about 200- 500mm and located at center and edges of slab about
width of 1mm or less than 1mm.
The weather conditions at Visakhapatnam at date of casting 04- 03-2014
̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊
Temperature of atmosphere (Ta) = 26 ̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊C
̊̊̊̊̊̊
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̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊

Temperature of concrete (Tc) = 35 ̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊̊C
̊̊̊̊̊̊
Relative Humidity (r) = 76%
wind velocity (V) = 21 kmph
from the uno equation by the substitution of above all data in equation total
evaporation rate (E) is determined
E = 5([Tc+18]^2.5– r[Ta+ 18]^2.5)(V + 4) x10^-6
= 5([35+18]^2.5– 0.76[26+ 18]^2.5)(21 + 4) x10^-6
E= 1.3 kg/m2/h.
Evaporation rate should be less than 1 kg/m2/h so plastic shrinkage occurred due
to excess of water evaporation from concrete.
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2. Calculation of crack width
Method of Calculation

IS:456 - 2000, Annex F, gives a procedure to determine flexural crack width. The
design crack width (Wcr) at a selected level on the surface of the section with
maximum moment is given as follows.
𝑊𝑐𝑟 =

3𝑎𝑐𝑟 𝜀𝑚
2(𝑎𝑐𝑟 − 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
1+
ℎ−𝑥
3acr εm
2( acr - Cmin )

Wcr =

(6-2.1)

1+

The notations in the previous equation are as follows.

acr = shortest distance from the selected level on the
surface to a longitudinal bar
Cmin

= minimum clear cover to the

longitudinal bar
h = total depth of the member
x = depth of the neutral axis
εm = average strain at the selected level.
The values of Cmin and h are obtained from the section of the member. The
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evaluation of the other variables is explained
Evaluation of acr

The location of crack width calculation can be at the soffit or the sides of a beam.
The value of acr depends on the selected level. The following sketch shows the
values of acr at a bottom corner (A), at a point in the soffit (B) and at a point at the
side (C).

Fig.21 Cross-section of a beam showing the distances from surface to the nearest longitudinal bar

Usually the crack width is calculated at a point in the soffit, which is equidistant
from two longitudinal bars. This point is the location of maximum estimated crack
width. The following sketch shows the variables used in computing acr.
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Fig.22 Cross-section of a beam showing variables for calculation

Using geometry, the value of acr is obtained from the following equation.
a =

s

cr

2

+d2

-

d

b

(6-2.2)

C

2

2

Here,

db = diameter of longitudinal bar dc
= effective cover = Cmin + db/2
s = centre-to-centre spacing of longitudinal bars.
The values of db, dc and s are obtained from the section of the member.
Evaluation of x and εm

The values of x and εm are calculated based on a sectional analysis under service
loads. The sectional analysis should consider the tension carried by the uncracked
concrete in between two cracks. The stiffening of a member due to the tension
carried by the concrete is called the tension stiffening effect. The value of εm is
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considered to be an average value of the strain at the selected level over the span.
The following sketch illustrates the cracking and the uncracked concrete in a
flexural member.

Fig 23 Elevation of a beam showing the cracking and uncracked concrete

The analysis of a Type 3 member should be based on strain compatibility of
concrete and prestressing steel. IS:456 - 2000 recommends two procedures for the
sectional analysis considering the tension stiffening effect.
Here, the simplified procedure is explained. For a rectangular zone under tension,
the simplified procedure gives the following expression of εm.

b (h - x) ( a - x)
εm = ε1 - 3E A ( d - x)
s s

For a prestressed member,

(6-2.3)

(EpAp + EsAs) is substituted in place of EsAs.

The second term considers the tension carried by the concrete approximately by
reducing the strain (ε1) obtained from the analysis of a cracked section.
In the above expression,
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a = distance from the compression face to the level at which
crack width is calculated
= h, when the crack width is calculated at the
soffit
b = width of the rectangular zone
d = effective depth of the longitudinal reinforcement
As = area of non-prestressed reinforcement
Ap = area of prestressing steel.
Es = modulus of elasticity of non-prestressed steel
Ep = modulus of elasticity of prestressed steel
ε1 = strain at the selected level based on a cracked sectional analysis
= εs(a – x)/(d – x)
εs = strain in the longitudinal reinforcement.

The depth of neutral axis (x) can be calculated by a trial and error procedure till the
equilibrium equations are satisfied. The following sketch shows the beam cross
section, strain profile, stress diagram and force couples under service loads. The
contribution of non-prestressed reinforcement is also included.
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Fig.24 Sketches for analysis of a rectangular section

6.2.3 Limits of Crack Width
Clause 19.3.2 of IS:1343 - 1980 specifies limits of crack width such that the
appearance and durability of the structural element are not affected.

The limits of crack width are as follows.

Crack width ≤ 0.2 mm for moderate and mild environments
≤ 0.1 mm for severe environment.

The types of environments are explained in Table 9, Appendix A of IS:1343 1980.
Calculation of Crack width of a beam from case study
The general details
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Width of the beam

= 230mm

Effective depth of the beam

= 275mm

Area of steel (As )

=

3 bars of 16 mm dia

Π

= 33 × × 162 = 603.185 sq.mm
4

Effective cover dept 𝑑 ′

= 25 mm

Maximum bending movement = 200 knm
Flexural strength of concrete 𝐹𝑐𝑘 =20 kn/m
𝑓𝑦 = 415

Flexural strength of steel
Overall depth of beam

=( d+𝑑 ′ ) = 300mm

Modular ratio

𝜇 =

𝜖𝑠
𝜖𝑐𝑒

2×105

= 5000

⁄2√𝐹𝑐𝑘

= 17.88

Calculation of depth of neutral axis
Depth of neutral axis can be calculated by using formulae
𝑏𝑥 2
= 𝜇 𝐴𝑠𝑡 (𝑑 − 𝑋)
2
By substituting values in above equation we get the value of “x”
Depth of NA from top = 120.43mm
Leaver arm Z

= d-

𝑥
3

= 275-

120.43
3

= 234.866mm
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Calculation of Cracking movement of inertia( 𝑰𝒄𝒓 )
𝐼𝑐𝑟

𝑏𝑥 3
=
+ 𝜇𝐴𝑠𝑡 (𝑑 − 𝑥)2
3
=

230×120.43
3

+ 17.89 × 603.5 (275 − 120.4)2

𝐼𝑐𝑟 = 391.066× 106 Knm

Calculation of crack width at bottom corner
Strain 𝜀1

=

𝑀𝑤 ×𝑥1
𝜖𝑐
×𝐼𝑐𝑟
2

taking Mw = 200 knm

200 × 120.4 × 106
𝜀1 =
22360.27
× 391.66 × 106
2
𝜀1 = 5.50 × 10−3
𝜀𝑚 = 𝜀1 −

𝑏 (𝐷 − 𝑥)(𝑎 − 𝑥)
3𝜀𝑠 𝐴𝑠 (𝑑 − 𝑥)

Substituting the values in above equation we get 𝜀𝑚
𝜀𝑚 = 5.50 × 10−3 −

230 (300−120.4)(300−120.4)
3×2×105 ×603.5×(275−120.4)

𝜀𝑚 = 4.175 × 10−3
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2) Calculation of cracking width

𝑊𝑐𝑟 =

3𝑎𝑐𝑟 𝜀𝑚
𝑎 − 𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛
1 + 2 𝑐𝑟
𝐷−𝑥

𝑎𝑐𝑟 = 43.40 𝑚𝑚
𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑒𝑓𝑓. 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 −
16

= 25-

2

𝑑𝑖𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑟
2

= 17mm

3 × 43.40 × 4.175 × 10−3
𝑊𝑐𝑟 =
43.40 − 17
1+2
300 − 120.4
𝑊𝑐𝑟 =

0.543
1.29

Cracking width 𝑊𝑐𝑟 = 0.419 𝑚𝑚 > 0.2 mm
The limits of crack width are as follows.
Crack width ≤ 0.2 mm for moderate
and mild environments ≤ 0.1 mm for severe environment.
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3) Calculation of creep
The elastic recovery is immediate and the creep recovery is slow in nature.
Thus, the long term deflection will be added to the short term deflection to get the
total Type equation here.deflection of the structure. Accordingly, the long term
modulus Ece or the effective modulus of concrete will be needed to include the
effect of creep due to permanent loads. The relationship between Ece and Ec is
obtained as follows:

𝜀𝑐 =

𝑓𝑐
𝐸𝑐

Where
.𝜀𝑐 = short term strain at the age of loading at a stress value of fc
εcr = ultimate creep strain
θ = creep coefficient = ε𝑐𝑟 /𝜀𝑐 (cl. 6.2.5.1 of IS 456)
th

th

th

The values of θ on 7 , 28 and 365 day of loading are 2.2, 1.6 and 1.81
respectively.
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Then the total strain = εc + εcr =

𝑓𝑐
𝐸𝑐𝑒

where
.𝐸𝑐𝑒 = effective modulus of concrete
From the above Eq. we have

𝐸𝑐𝑒 =

𝑓𝑐
𝜀𝑐 𝐸𝑐
𝐸𝑐
=
=
𝜀𝑐 + 𝜀𝑐𝑟 𝜀𝑐 + 𝜀𝑐𝑟
1+𝜃

The effective modulus of Ece of concrete is used only in the calculation of creep
deflection.It is seen that the value of creep coefficient θ (Eq. 1.4) is reducing with
the age of concrete at loading. It may also be noted that the ultimate creep strain ε cr
does not include short term strain εc.
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Conclusions
Based on research following conclusions are drawn;
1. In a structure cracks are inevitable but not all those cracks are effects on the
structure stability.
2. Plastic Shrinkage and settlement cracks are controlled by good workmanship.
3. Some cracks are repair easily in the beginning stage of propagation of crack.
4. Corrosion cracks are controlled by using anti corrosion treatments these are
mostly occur in marine areas.
5. Settlement cracks are controlled by using good soil compaction techniques
based on soil conditions at foundation level stage.
6. Structural cracks may often by faulty design or by faulty construction.
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